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The President’s Piece
On a cold but sunny Remembrance Sunday, 12th November 2017, 12
intrepid members of the 202 Squadron Association proudly represented it by
marching past the Cenotaph and paying their respects.
The day started by participants gathering on Horse Guards’ Parade, in our
groups, finding that we were meeting many other marchers we knew but
from different organisations. As we marched, we were placed between 84
Squadron and 9 Squadron.
We marched out onto Whitehall and watched, on large television screens,
the main wreath laying take place before it was our turn to march past.
Some of us had not marched in many a year, but, I think, we put on a pretty
good show.
All in all, a very rewarding experience, which we all agreed we’d like to do
again. Why not join us next year? Put Sunday 11th November 2018 in your
diaries and await further information.
In Comradeship
Pete Chadwick

News from 202 (R) Squadron
202(R) Sqn has seen another busy year as we move ever nearer to more
seismic changes on the horizon. During 2017 we have trained 84 students
including MERW (Multi-Engine Rotary Wing pilots and crewmen), MOLIC (RN
Pilots), JOLIC (RN Observers) and JAC (Joint Aircrewman) students, as well as
3 crew heading off to continue the SAR legacy with 84 Sqn in Cyprus, and
numerous new members of staff.

3rd April 2018 is the start date for Ascent’s delivery of defence helicopter
flying training, replacing the existing Cobham/DHFS structure at Shawbury
and Valley. As we near that date, there are many challenges that we are
already facing including job uncertainty for our Cobham staff comprising
aircrew, engineers and safety equippers. Some staff have already moved
across to man key positions in the simulators and on the transition team. As
you can imagine, this makes it difficult to achieve the level of throughput
that we had planned for until 29th March, so we are encountering an
inevitable dip in output. However, most of the military members of 202(R)
Sqn have been given course dates to convert to the Airbus H135 Juno and
Airbus H145 Jupiter, which are replacing our ageing Squirrel and Griffin fleet
at Shawbury and Valley.

Griffin ‘U’ awaiting a compressor wash while the AW139 returns from a
training sortie. (Image courtesy RAF Valley Photographic Section)
We have been keeping a keen eye on the new Ascent building for 202(R) Sqn
which has popped up on the southern part of the airfield at Valley. Let’s
hope that Ascent leave some office space for the military personnel! It has
been decided that it will be named the ‘Bullock Building’ in honour of MALM

Dave Bullock who lost his life attempting to rescue a downed USAF A-10
pilot off the Norfolk coast in 1980.
We will be saying goodbye to OC 202(R) Sqn (Sqn Ldr Andrew McGreevy) as
he hands over the reins to Sqn Ldr Ally McDowell for the April changeover.
Sqn Ldr McGreevy has put a lot of time and graft into ensuring that 202 (R)
Sqn has achieved the most it can despite the challenges of this tour. He is
still waiting to hear his fate for his next posting. As we go to print, Sqn Ldr
McGreevy has been pulled to be president of a Service Inquiry leaving Flt Lt
‘Pob’ Johnstone to hold the fort as A/OC 202(R) Sqn until Ally takes over.
Good luck Pob!

Situation winching (now known as ‘Scenarios’ in accordance with modern
naval parlance). In the same vein, Drum winching is now referred to as
Grappling, and Deck winching as Aft Transfers (Image courtesy RAF Valley
Photographic Section)

We have already said goodbye to Flt Lt Rob Paul who gained his B1 QHI
category, had a second child and promptly shot off to Cyprus in the summer
to take up a post as 84 Sqn QHI. FS Rob Linfoot, our Rearcrew Training
Officer, departed us recently to take a post with the new DHFS Standards
out of Shawbury. FS Matt Lingham jumped across from the Flt Cdrs’ office
into Rob’s shoes for the remainder of the legacy DHFS contract. PO ‘Taff’

Morris has joined us from 824 NAS to replace PO ‘Drac’ Bickford as a
rearcrew instructor. Mr Mark ‘Molly’ O’Leary and Mr Chris Bartlett have
joined Ascent from Cobham to assist with rearcrew course content and
design as part of the fielding team for the Jupiter.
Sgt Richie Micklethwaite replaced Sgt Daz Norman as our FOM. He balances
his work and home life with also being a member of the the RAF Valley MRT.
He assisted in the search and location of a Twin Squirrel which crashed in
Snowdonia earlier this year. Daz left us to polish a seat at High Wycombe.
The Standard Party have missed his drill instruction, but have successfully
cuffed it, fooling multiple dignitaries and senior officers into believing that
we are seasoned drill jedis.

202 Squadron Standard on parade in Gibraltar (Image courtesy RAF Gibraltar)
On that note, the 202(R) Sqn Standard Party has been reasonably busy this
year. We were able to partake in the Queen’s Birthday Parade in Gibraltar

on 15th June. Your correspondent took part as the Standard bearer with
MAcr André Vernon as the WO, and FSs Matt Lingham and Martin Seward as
the escorts. We arrived on a flight from Manchester on Monday 14th June
and departed on Friday 16th. OC 202(R) Sqn also joined us for the parade
itself.
The Standard Party was promised a week of sun, sea, sand and sangria with
an hour or two of parade practice, however the RSM had other ideas! He
was going to make sure that the RN and RAF contingent did not let the side
down, and could keep up with the Army who had been practising for
months.

Standard Party ‘Rib’ tour (Image courtesy Sqn Ldr McGreevy)
Despite the sangria-to-parade-practice ratio taking a significant hit, it didn’t
stop the team making the most of their spare time. There was enough time
to enjoy some Force Development with a Rib tour of the military sites
around the Gibraltarian coast, and also a walk to the top of the rock.

The parade itself, despite being in the sweltering heat, went without a hitch
and the Squadron was represented to the highest of standards. A local
dignitary commented that he believed the Party had been seconded from
the Queens Colour Squadron (no duff), high praise indeed. Straight after the
parade was a reception at the Governor’s Mansion where Sqn Ldr
McGreevy, Flt Lt Ryznar and MAcr Vernon were well hosted and able to chat
with members of the local establishment, Gibraltarians and the
Mayor……..an ex-Miss World and update some key contacts for next year.
With the Sqn Standard loaded carefully back into the Brize trooper, it was a
race against time to get it back in time for the next parade as part of the RAF
Valley Annual Reception. The Standard arrived after the practices had
begun, but importantly in time for the main event. The final event of the
year for the Standard Party was as part of the Battle of Britain Service at
Bangor Cathedral, including a very moving flypast from a BBMF Lancaster.
Mr Dave Cragg (Cobham aircraft handler) received both an AOC 22(Trg) Gp
award and a prestigious Flight Safety award this year. His FS award was for
his diligence in reporting and following up when in his opinion, ‘the aircraft
didn’t sound right’. In particular, he believed that the main rotor sounded
different, and based on his conviction, engineering work found a bearing on
the main head that had worn beyond limits. Such attention to detail
characterises Craggy’s daily approach to work, indeed this was just the most
recent evidence of his commitment to safety and team spirit. Some years
before he had made a similarly impressive spot as part of a rotors-running
crew change of a fault that had gone unnoticed by the crew, and may have
resulted in the loss of an aircraft - heading out to search for Op Decks with a
dwindling store of hydraulic fluid! For his continued excellence, he was
justly awarded an AOC’s Commendation. Also in receipt of an AOC 22(Trg)
Gp Commendation was Flt Lt Johnstone for his sterling work in arranging the
SARTU/202 Sqn aspects of the transition ceremony at RAF Shawbury, and
also for both the planning and execution of the Sqn move at Valley.
The CFS Exam Wing visit in July went very well indeed with very positive
comments and results across the board. Our feedback from the students
has been extremely positive too, with the overwhelming feeling from them
being that their time on 202(R) Sqn has been their favourite throughout
training, both on the ground and in the air. Obviously down to the fact that
we are awesome and they are finally using an aircraft to train for achieving a
tangible goal in dynamic environments.

The Cobham AW139 flight has also had some uncertainty but have been
working towards setting up a new Helicopter Academy in Cornwall.
However, they have proved their worth for us by taking on 2 Joint
Aircrewman courses at short notice to relieve the burden on the fragile
Griffin fleet (this is the first time, in the 8 years for which AW139s have
operated at SARTU/202, that British military students have been trained in
the AW139 as opposed to the Third Party work which was the raison d’être
for the aircraft – Ed).

Squirrel, AW139 and Griffin on ASP 4 at Valley, 28th November2017. This
was the last time that the 3 types will be seen together in DHFS usage, as
the AW139 has since departed to Newquay to form the nucleus of the
Cobham Helicopter Academy; some of the Griffins and Squirrels will follow
after the end of ‘legacy’ DHFS on 29th March 2018. At the same moment,
202 (R) Sqn will leave the current premises (again!) and move into the new
Bullock building at ASP 5 (the AGWOEU site of old). (image: Editor’s own)
During a recent period where we had loaned our only Griffin back to
Shawbury, we kept ourselves busy by taking a visit to the Imperial War
Museum in Manchester. We also sent some guys off on the SMIT Don (our
marine contract vessel) to try to catch some fish. Furthermore, we hosted
ITV Coast and Country who have been filming for a special show about RAF
Valley which is due to air in January 2018.
The students have enjoyed themselves so much at 202(R) Sqn that some
even put on a BBQ for us with posh meat from the local butchers (not the

value stuff from the local supermarket!) – we were very grateful! Many Sqn
members took part in a 24 hr cycle for Children In Need contributing to over
5000km ridden from RAF Valley personnel over the period.
FS Martin Seward represented the UK Armed Forces at senior level as an
official on the ladies’ cricket tour to Kenya in October. He also led the
creation of a 202 Sqn History Room/bar containing Sqn diaries, pictures and
scrap books dating back to the 1930s with some fascinating accounts of
missions and daring deeds. The fridge is also well stocked!
So, all in all it has been a turbulent year for 202(R) Sqn. We are looking
forward to next year and anticipating many changes and challenges ahead.
We wish all of the Association members and your families a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy and Healthy New Year!
Flt Lt Josh Ryznar

My First Day on 202 Squadron
Recruited straight from school in 1953 for National Service in the RAF, I was
surprised to be selected for aircrew, and even more surprised to be sent to
Canada for pilot training under the then NATO scheme.
We started on Harvards in the western prairie province of Alberta, where I
first-soloed in record time, not because I was any s/hot jockey but because
my instructor was the station drunk, and like all his pupils I didn’t want to
die. Of course these ‘brilliant’ statistics were completely misinterpreted by
the higher-ups who funnelled more and more eager rookies in his direction.
Where it all ended up, I dread to think.
For jet training we moved to the mid-west province of Manitoba to fly the T33, a Lockheed/Canadair tandem 2-seater evolution of the Lockheed F-80, as
flown in the recently-concluded Korean War. A nice little mover with plenty
of power from its Rolls-Royce Nene engine, fully aerobatic, and which went
exactly where you pointed it, in agreeable contrast to the Harvard which had
always seemed to have a mind of its own.
After passing out, my return to the UK was delayed due to my personal file
having been lost, and I ended up attached to the maintenance flight doing

post-maintenance air tests whilst a new file was raised in London and rowboated over. This allowed the opportunity for some more adventurous
flying, but that’s another story.
With my disembarkation leave used up, I landed at Liverpool on the Friday
afternoon, took the train down to London to see the folks, then back to
Liverpool on Sunday afternoon to catch the Belfast ferry. Monday morning
saw me signing in with the 202 Sqn adjutant, who introduced me to the lads,
issued me with a coffee mug and told me that the squadron commander,
Squadron Leader Wood, wished to see me at 10am.
At this point it might be helpful to digress a moment with a comment on the
Canadian lifestyle. With 90% of the population living within 50 miles of the
United States border, American cultural influence was inevitable, and this
influence of course percolated also into the armed services, where attitudes
were far more relaxed, first name terms, minimal saluting and no bull.
Anyway, at five to ten, I set off up the corridor and found the door marked
Squadron Commander. The door was ajar and Sqn Ldr Wood was on the
phone so I went in, pulled up a chair, sat down and looked out of the
window at activities on the flight line outside. The four-engined aircraft
clearly were the Hastings, but the twin-engined ones were a mystery, later
explained to me as visiting Neptunes.
Finally the call was over, and Sqn Ldr Wood put down the receiver and
turned to me, a little crossly I thought, and said “Where’s your hat?” Put on
my guard by this obvious trick question, I answered carefully, “Well unless
someone has moved it, it should be on a peg at the far end of the corridor”.
This didn’t seem to be the right answer. It was later explained to me by my
flight commander that I should have knocked, and only when called upon
should have entered smartly, hat on, saluted and waited to be offered a
seat. Oh dear: clanger number one.
Anyway, after a while things thawed and Sqn Ldr Wood explained to me the
role of the squadron, the Bismuth flying, and the operational procedures,
and said that after lunch he would take me for a familiarization flight.
Meanwhile, there was a bus-load of air cadets about to arrive, and he asked
me to take them and show them over a Hastings.
No sooner said than they arrived, so I introduced myself and led them out
onto the flight line towards the nearest of the aforementioned four-engined

aircraft, all of which were shut up. Fortunately at this moment a young
airman came out of the hangar door, so I called him over and asked him to
open up the nearest aircraft. He saluted me and called me Sir, God bless
him, and opened the door and pulled out the ladder. I went up the ladder
and led my charges up the hill to the business end, sat a couple down in the
pilots’ seats and started my impromptu talk. Fortunately the principal flying
instruments were arranged in the familiar T pattern, and the engine
instruments and controls were conventional, but of course four of
everything. The rest was a matter of intelligent guesswork. All went well
until I made the mistake of asking “Any questions?”.

202 Sqn Hastings, poppet valves and all (Image courtesy Moray Pickering)
Now there is always one: the smart-arse. This lad was bigger than the rest,
seemed older and had clearly been there before. “Are the Hercules engines
poppet valve or sleeve valve?” he asked, slyly. Hercules engines went
straight into my personal memory bank as I replied “Poppet valve”, the only
radial engines I had known up to this point having been on the other side of
the pond where poppet valves were universal.
“I think you’ll find they are sleeve valve” says smart-arse, knowingly. I
couldn’t accept this challenge to my wavering authority. Not just mine, but
the authority of the very Service was on the line. So I simply talked him
down until he shut up. Then I took them to lunch and got rid of them. Of

course, I later found out that he was right. I am sure he told his mates on
the bus home what a tosser I was. He wasn’t wrong…clanger number two.
Anyway, after lunch we got togged up and got aboard the same aircraft with
Sqn Ldr Wood at the controls and me in the right hand seat. The skipper did
the take-off and cleared the field, then handed over to me in the climb.
Digressing again, at Advanced Flying Training School in Canada we had been
instructed in the use of the then-recently-introduced NATO tight circuit, now
universal, where instead of droning round the countryside at low speed on
long downwind legs with everything down and very vulnerable, one came in
fast at circuit height, and on reaching the threshold racked the thing over 90
to 110 degrees, pulled like mad to scrub off the speed, rolled out
momentarily downwind, gear and flaps, back into the second 180, roll out
and touch. Very neat, and all within the defended area of the base.
By now, the reader will be ahead of me. Back in the cockpit, having reached
the top of the climb, I levelled out and commenced some gentle manoeuvres
to get an appreciation of the general handling of the aircraft. Everything
seemed pretty straightforward and I soon felt comfortable. All went well
until we reached the first waypoint, when the Nav came on with the new
heading. I acknowledged and without a second thought racked it over,
started to pull, nice bit of top rudder to keep things shipshape…
“Jeez” and “What the…” comes from the back.
“I have control” yells Woody and snatches it off me.
The rest of the trip was conducted in awkward silence except for a terse
conversation between the skipper and the Flt Eng as to the advisability of
putting the aircraft in the hangar on our return to have the covers off and
inspect the main spar for overstressing. Chastened, I was now on my best
behaviour with thoughts spooling through my mind as to whether one could
be reduced to the ranks on one’s first day, and how many years’ pay it might
cost to pay for a new main spar for a Hastings.
Anyway, none of this happened, and I was thereafter put under the fatherly
wing of our much decorated wartime bomber ace Kajetan Ignatowski; and,
as they say in politics, things only got better. The time of my life!
Jack Read

Finneagle Bell
For some time now, a number of individuals, led by our Chairman Steve
Garden, have been working tirelessly to ensure that the Finneagle Bell, and
the story behind it, lives on at RAF Lossiemouth. Here is the fruit of their
labours: the Bell, surrounded by supporting exhibits, mounted in the QRA
shed at RAF Lossiemouth.

Finneagle Bell display (Image via Chairman)

Detail of the display (Image via Chairman)

Sea King HAR3s: where are they now?

The last ‘flight’ of a Sea King HAR3: XZ593 on its way from RAF Mount
Pleasant to the Stanley Museum under a 1310 Flt Chinook, January 2017.
Since then, a single HAR3A has flown – properly! - from Fleetlands before
delivery (by sea) to the Pakistani Navy. (image shamelessly stolen from Facebook)
Tail Number

Location

Notes

XZ585

RAF Museum,
Hendon

Arrived 6th December 2017 – being
prepared for display

XZ587

RAF St Mawgan

Under restoration

XZ592

Morayvia, Kinloss

This aircraft will be touring the UK in
2018 as part of the RAF 100 events

XZ593

Stanley Museum

XZ598

North Yorkshire

Undergoing conversion into a café

(This list may not be complete – any updates/corrections welcome! Ed.)

This link will take you to a short clip showing XZ585 arriving at Hendon –
complete with Mallard! https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/blog/the-arrivalof-westland-sea-king-helicopter-har3/
In the meantime, here are some still images of recent Sea King movements:

XZ585 arrives at Hendon

XZ593 en route to Stanley

The last Sea King to leave RAF Valley. The top of the humpback bridge still
bears the scars! Since then, the Hunter gate guard has also been removed

Forthcoming Events
Sunday 25th-Tuesday 27th March 2018: Annual 202 Sqn Reunion, Inniskillen,
Northern Ireland. Point of contact: Geoff Bakewell
Saturday 5th-Sunday 6th May: Farnborough Meet. POC Ian Stephenson
Friday 18th-Sunday 20th May: Joint SAR Reunion, Peterborough. POC Paul
Martin (22 Sqn Association)
Saturday 23rd June: RAF100 event including parade, Durham. POC Steve
Garden
Please contact the editor if you need contact details for any of the above

Editor’s End
As always, heartfelt thanks to those who have either contributed directly or
suggested/arranged articles: without you, there would be no Mucky Duck
and your hard work is much appreciated! I realize that this issue is being
released much closer to Christmas than intended, but I experienced
significant delays in getting hold of some of the images which I thought were
worth waiting for (I should point out that the delays were beyond the
control of any of the contributors).
Please may I draw your attention to the new-look website, now under the
stewardship of Dave Allen, who has built on the previous version to bring it
fully up to date.
Charlie Logan
crgilogan@hotmail.com
www.202-sqn-assoc.co.uk

